Session Topic: PASSING
Week 2
Drill 1: PASSING IN NUMBERS

Organization:
Set out a 30x30 grid. Set up small groups of 4/8 players and
number each player in sequence. Player 1 must pass to player 2,
player 2 to 3, 3 to 4 and so on. With the last player passing back
to player 1. This is a great warm up exercise so ask players to be
on the move always with no-0ne standing still. If there are
enough players add another ball. Players should try to use
their control to set up the next pass to speed up the game.
COACHING POINTS:
1. Approach to the ball – Line up with where the ball goes
2. Type of pass: Inside push pass, driven pass or lofted pass
3. Inside push pass – make l-shape with non-kicking foot right
next to the ball and kicking foot will come through like an
“l”
4. Follow through on pass and use body to generate power
5. Focus on weight and accuracy on pass, both are important

Drill 2: Gate Ball
Organization:
Set out a 30x30 playing area. Have players spread out and split
players into pairs or threes with one ball for each group. Place
cones inside the grid making small goals, make sure you have
more goals than pairs. Each pair counts how many goals they
can score by passing the ball through the goal to their
partner. After each goal, the pair must move to another goal to
score again.
Coaching Points:
1. Approach to the ball - Line up with where the ball is going
2. Type of pass: Inside push pass, driven pass or lofted pass
3. Remember you have to pass and then make a new movement as
if you stand still you and your teammates are not going to
make any progress.
4. Communication is key as you need to plan as a team where the
next option is.

Session Topic: PASSING
Week 2
Drill 3: 3 V 1 Attacking

Organization:
Set out an area 20 x 10. Place two cones, 3 yards apart from
each other in each corner of the end line.
The defender starts by passing the ball diagonally to the
attacker. The three attackers then combine and attempt to
score in the opposite goals by running through them with the
ball. If the attackers score it is worth a point. If the defender
stops an attack it’s worth two points.
Coaching Points:
1: Make the game look easy, easy pass will equal easy control
2: Passing for possession: weight and accuracy of the passes,
angles and distance of support
3: Passing for penetration: Commit defenders and play into
space, pass to leading foot of receiver
4: Passing options: Team mates need to create passing angles or
passing lanes through or around defenders

Drill 4: Full Scrimmage
Organization:
Set up a pitch 40 x 30 yards.
2 teams
Coaching Points
Try to develop techniques used in previous drills in todays
sessions.

